
WAYSIDE WAVES COVID -19 PRACTICE POLICY

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the following precautions have been taken to ensure the safety of both
swimmers and staff:

To cut down on the amount of interaction inside the Wayside Athletic Club, we have come up with a
different entrance/exit plan for team members.

● No parents will be allowed into the facility.
● Swimmers must arrive in their bathing suits, wearing face coverings, and NO EARLIER THAN

10 minutes before the start of practice.
● Evening Practice Swimmers will come into the club via the small Patio Gate, then in through the

sliding glass door.
Morning Practice Swimmers will come into the outdoor pool area via the Playground Gate at the
far side of the parking lot.

● Swimmers’ bags (personal belongings) will be collected into bins or placed on benches around
the pool area as they will not be going into the locker rooms, while their practice equipment
(goggles, water bottles, and fins) should be carried with them in a net bag.  ALL BELONGINGS
(personal bags and towels or practice equipment and water bottles) should be labeled with the
swimmer’s name.  DO NOT BRING MORE THAN YOU WILL NEED FOR PRACTICE.

● Younger swimmers will be escorted to the Family Locker room for the pre-swim shower. Once
showered, swimmers will don their face coverings again until they enter the pool.  Older
swimmers will be sent a few at a time into the appropriate locker room for the pre-swim shower
required by the state health department.

● Outdoor practices have their own outdoor showers and bathrooms. No changing rooms for either
practice.

● If there is an activity in the pool before practice, every effort will be taken to keep the team
swimmers away so as to avoid unintended interaction between groups in the club.
Once we are cleared to get in, swimmers will move to their assigned lanes, put their equipment
bag down at the end, and then take off their face covering and place it into a zip-lock bag till
practice is over. (PLEASE LABEL THE ZIP_LOCK BAG)

● After practice, swimmers will get out of the water, put on their face covering, pack their practice
equipment into their net bag.

● Swimmers must shower at home after practice. They can pull on warm-up suits to cover their wet
bathing suits, but full clothing changes are not allowed.

● Swimmers will exit the building via the gate by which they entered.
● Swimmers should be picked up promptly after their practice has ended as there is no place for

them to wait inside the building.  For swimmers 10 and under, an adult should come up onto the
gate to pick up their swimmers so that we are not sending them out unaware of where their parent
is parked.


